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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 As the matters upon which my Clients wish to make representations are
inextricably linked and for the sake of brevity it is proposed to make a single
Submission in two parts covering all of them rather than risk repeating some of the
same points over and over again.
1.2 The focus of this Submission will be upon whether the Development Management
Plan (DMP) is ‘sound’ in accordance with the tests set out in the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) and applicable Case Law.
1.3 The Submission will then detail my Clients’ representations as regards their
particular landownership including past planning history, previous representations and
the current position.

2. PLANNING STRATEGY
2.1 In terms of housing provision, the starting point for the DMP is Policy DS1 of the
Planning Strategy prepared by Hastings Borough Council (HBC or the Council)
which sets a rather ambiguous, but in other ways helpful, target of “at least” 3,400
new homes to meet the housing needs of Hastings between 2011 and 2028 (Plan
Period).
2.2 One suspects that the wording “at least” was deliberately used by the Planning
Inspector so as not to set a maximum target not to be exceeded but to allow flexibility
to Grant Planning Permission on other sites not subject to a Housing Allocation in the
subsequent DMP.
This no doubt was due to scepticism over the validity of the housing numbers put
forward by the Council as being developable over the Plan Period in stark contrast to
the findings of the Council’s independent consultants, Wessex Economics,
commissioned to provide a report into Housing Need for the 15 year period 2013 to
2028 and evidence base to support the required Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA).
2.3 This report published in June 2013 concluded that the most accurate assessment of
housing need in the Plan Period was that produced by East Sussex County Council
which concluded that the Council required a total of 6,863 new homes equating to a
minimum 404 units p.a.
2.4 Despite objections being raised at the time, the Council proceeded to adopt the
significantly reduced target contained in Policy DS1 which equates to a paltry 200
new homes p.a.
(1)
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The argument advanced by the Council for this substantial reduction being that the
land supply for housing development in Hastings was severely constrained by
physical and political boundaries although it could be successfully argued that the
assessment of potential sites has been grossly inadequate and marred by political and
officer preferences as to appropriate Housing Allocations.

3. APPLICABLE CASE LAW
3.1 In the recent Court of Appeal Decision in St Albans City and District Council v
The Queen (on the application of) Hunston Properties Limited, Secretary of
State for Communities and Local Government and Another it was successfully
argued that when considering whether a Council had met the requirements of
paragraph 47 of the NPPF “to ensure that their Local Plan meets the full, objectively
assessed needs for market and affordable housing” this cannot include consideration
of constraints.
Therefore, it is mostly respectfully contended that the Council’s Planning Strategy
and consequently the DMP is fundamentally ‘unsound’ and fails all 4 tests required
to be met as set out in paragraph 182 of the NPPF.
3.2 Accordingly, in order to rectify this material defect in both the Planning Strategy
and in consequence the DMP it will be necessary for the Council to seek to make an
amendment to change the target for new homes delivery to 6,863 across the Plan
Period equating to 404 units p.a. and comprehensively review the DMP to ensure
sufficient additional sites are made Housing Allocations to ensure the necessary 5
year housing land supply as required by paragraph 47 of the NPPF.
3.3 The Council are not at liberty to argue that additional sites for housing
development are not available when it is clear in the instance of my Clients’
landownership that no proper consideration has been given as to whether the site is
capable of being both ‘deliverable’ and ‘developable’ as also required by paragraph
47 of the NPPF.
This point will be expounded upon in the second part of this Submission.
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4. FOCUS AREAS – GENERAL
4.1 Given the preceding argument regarding the inadequacy of proposed housing
provision over the Plan Period, it is not intended at this stage to review every single
Housing Allocation put forward by the Council in the proposed DMP.
However, there are some serious concerns as to whether some of them meet the
criteria set out in paragraph 47 of the NPPF as being both deliverable’ and
‘developable’ and which have been included to the exclusion of others which appear
more suitable.
This point can be expounded upon at the Inquiry if so required by the Inspector
depending whether or not he accepts the argument regarding the serious shortfall in
housing provision currently proposed by the Council.
4.2 However, purely looking at the way the Council have approached the assessment
of my Clients’ landownership it is blatantly obvious that this should have been
included as a Housing Allocation which then rather raises the question as to how
many other sites have wrongfully been excluded by the Council in order to attempt to
demonstrate a ‘constrained’ land supply.
Indeed, if as one suspects there are many other similar sites then the Council would no
doubt be able to provide a substantial amount of additional housing over and above
that currently proposed. This then might go some considerable way to meeting the
numbers recommended by their own independent consultants which they appear to
have simply ignored because for whatever reason, political or officer led, they did not
like the findings of that report.

5. FOCUS AREA 12 – CLIVE VALE & ORE VILLAGE
5.1 The DMP identifies Clive Vale & Ore Village as a relatively affluent, popular
residential area with good transport links and well served by shops, doctors and other
community facilities such that the Council would no doubt agree that in housing
development terms it is a ‘sustainable’ location.
5.2 The DMP also contains an aspiration for 250 – 310 new homes to be built in the
area over the Plan Period yet only contains Housing Allocations for 102 units.
Of these Allocations, half of them are located on one site at Victoria Avenue which by
the Council’s own admission is subject to severe development constraints such that it
cannot logically be seen to be either ‘deliverable’ or ‘developable’ in accordance
with paragraph 47 of the NPPF and certainly not included within their 5 year housing
land supply.
(3)
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5.3 Therefore, it can be seen that there are significant weaknesses in the Council’s
arguments insofar that;
5.3.1 There is insufficient provision for housing development across the Plan Period
to accommodate independent and ‘full, objectively assessed’ housing need;
5.3.2 There is insufficient Housing Allocations in the Clive Vale & Ore Village Focus
Area to meet the aspirations of the DMP;
5.3.3 There is an insufficient 5 year housing land supply that is both ‘deliverable’
and ‘developable’.
5.4 Accordingly, the logical conclusion is that both the Local Plan and DMP fail the
test of ‘Soundness’.

6. FOCUS AREA 12 – OMISSION OF BARLEY LANE
6.1 Attached as Appendix A is a Site Plan showing the extent of my Clients’
landownership outlined in red which amounts to approximately 0.5 acre (0.2 hectare).
6.2 The site is broadly rectangular in shape and slopes from south-west to north-west
being surrounded by 1940’s/1950’s housing development on 3 sides and bounded on
the south by Barley Lane which separates it from the Shearbarn Holiday Park.
6.3 The site is currently vacant and left untended for most of the year but is usually
subject to clearance every Autumn to prevent it from becoming overgrown and
unmanageable.

7. BARLEY LANE – PAST PLANNING HISTORY
7.1 The site has a long history in relation to its suitability for housing development
some of the highlights of which are as follows;
-

1971 – Site in an area primarily designated for residential use in the Hastings
Development Plan
1973 – Site sold for housing development by Hastings Borough Council
13.09.73 – Planning Permission for 30 flats with vehicular/pedestrian access
(HS/73/01130)
11.10.73 - Planning Permission for 30 flats and 3 houses with
vehicular/pedestrian access (HS/73/01429)
20.10.76 – Renewal of Planning Permission for 30 flats and 3 houses with
vehicular/pedestrian access (HS/OA/76/00566)
(4)
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-

-

15.11.78 – Renewal of Planning Permission for 30 flats and 3 houses with
vehicular/pedestrian access (HS/OA/78/00680)
06.06.79 – Approval of Reserved Matters pursuant to previous Outline
Planning Permission for 4 detached bungalows with garages
(HS/DS/79/00319)
09.07.80 – Planning Permission for 11 x 3-bedroom terraced houses, 5 x 2bedroom terraced houses and 16 parking spaces (HS/OA/80/00423)
07.09.83 – Planning Permission for 16 terraced houses with parking spaces
(HS/OA/83/00468)
07.08.84 – Planning Permission for construction of non-adoptable access road,
drainage, site footpaths and layout of 16 plots (HS/DS/84/00292)
11.09.84 – Planning Permission for 16 terraced houses (HS/DS/84/00445)

‘Start on Site’ was effected pursuant to HS/DS/84/00292 although it is a matter of
contention as to whether or not this was some days prior to the issue of the Planning
Permission or subsequent to it but in any event was not continued following the then
developers’ bankruptcy.
-

-

Hastings Borough Plan 1993 – Allocated Housing Site
Hastings Local Plan Deposit Draft October 1999 – Site not Allocated for
housing development but designated a Site of Nature Conservation Importance
(SNCI)
Hastings Local Plan Revised Deposit Draft December 2000 – Site not
Allocated for housing development
Hastings Local Plan Pre-Inquiry Changes October 2001 – Site Allocated
for housing development under Policy H1
Hastings Local Plan Further Proposed Changes October 2002 – Site
Allocated for housing development under Policy H1
Hastings Local Plan 2004 – Site not Allocated for housing development but
designated a SNCI

7.2 Despite a number of past requests the Council have thus far been unable to explain
why the Allocation of the site for housing development in 2001 and 2002 did not
follow through to the Hastings Local Plan 2004 instead the site being designated a
SNCI.
7.3 This is all the more curious given that in a letter dated 03rd April 2003 the Council
wrote to Church & Co Solicitors confirming that the site was a Housing Allocation in
both the Adopted and Emerging Local Plan (Appendix B).

(5)
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8. BARLEY LANE – PREVIOUS REPRESENTATIONS
8.1 Following changes to the planning system which meant the partial abandonment
of the Adopted 2004 Local Plan the site was put forward for housing development
during the course of preparation of the now defunct LDF and also, during the
preparation of the current Local Plan the highlights of which are as follows;
-

-

-

-

18.04.2008 – Site put forward in response to the Council’s call for land
suitable for housing development to be included in their SHLAA to inform the
Site Allocations Development Plan Document of the now defunct Local
Development Framework (LDF).
January 2010 – Without any consultation by the Council and unbeknown to
the landowners the site was excluded from the SHLAA on the basis of
landscape protection policies and an alleged but unfounded suggestion of
“Significant highway issues”.
29.05.2012 – Complaint made to the Council regarding lack of previous
consultation concerning the SHLAA and subsequent lack of consultation
concerning the ‘Big Map’ exercise carried out under the now defunct LDF
(Appendix C).
15.08.2012 – Site put forward for housing development in response to the
Council’s ‘Development Management Plan – Focussed Informal Consultation’
as part of the preparation of the new Local Plan (Appendix D).

Although there was no subsequent consultation by or feedback from the Council it
subsequently appeared from the Council’s Website that the site was to be put forward
as a potential Housing Allocation subject to constraints (Appendix E).
Indeed, the Planning Department advised as such in a telephone conversation held on
05th November 2012 the day the ‘Hastings Development Management Plan Proposed
Submission Draft’ was to go before the Council’s Cabinet for Approval.
However, in a telephone conversation held the next day the Planning Department
advised that the site had been excluded as a Housing Allocation which subsequently
transpired was because of a perceived but thus far unsubstantiated impact on ecology
and an apparent but again unsubstantiated availability of other sites with less of an
impact on the environment.
-

-

23.01.2013 – Complaint made to the Council regarding underhand tactics
resulting in the site not being made a Housing Allocation (Appendix F).
12.03.2013 – Unanswered complaint made to the Council regarding previous
lack of consultation and underhand tactics used to exclude the site as a
Housing Allocation in the Local Plan (Appendix G).
15.04.2013 – Objection made to Publication Stage of DMP.
July 2013 – Objection made at Planning Strategy Public Examination
(6)
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9. BARLEY LANE – PERCEIVED CONSTRAINTS TO DEVELOPMENT
9.1 The two underlying themes which currently appear to be put forward by the
Council against inclusion of the site as a Housing Allocation in the DMP are as
follows;
-

Its previous designation dating from 2004 as a SNCI now known as a Local
Wildlife Site (LWS)
Perceived land instability

9.2 These themes are best expressed in a letter received from the Council dated
16.06.2009 (Appendix H).

10. BARLEY LANE – SNCI DESIGNATION
10.1 As stated at 7.2, despite a number of past requests the Council have thus far been
unable to explain why the Allocation of the site for housing development in 2001 and
2002 did not follow through to the Hastings Local Plan 2004 instead the site being
designated a SNCI.
10.2 During the subsequent course of preparation of the now defunct LDF and current
Local Plan complaints have been made to the Council on 29.05.2012 (Appendix C),
23.01.2013 (Appendix F) and 12.03.2013 (Appendix G) regarding what appears to be
an arbitrary and unilateral decision of the Council to designate this site as a SNCI.
10.3 These complaints have largely gone unanswered apart from a letter from the
Council supplying erroneous information regarding a different site which rather leads
to the question as to whether a previous Planning Inspector was mislead either
deliberately or mistakenly?
10.4 This continued failure or refusal of the Council to supply requested information
regarding the original and continuing designation of the site as a SNCI has now
culminated in a recent ‘Freedom of Information Request (FIR) (Appendix I).
Despite attempts by the Council to avoid responding until after the DMP Examination
it is now hoped that they will provide a full and detailed response in advance of the
Inquiry.
10.6 As far as both my Clients and myself are concerned there is absolutely nothing of
Nature Conservation Importance on the site and never has been and the Council will
be put to strict proof to prove otherwise.
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Indeed, it is difficult to fathom how the Council can now argue that it is a SNCI when
for over 30 years (1971 to 2002) they have considered it as suitable for a Housing
Allocation. The obvious question is “What has suddenly changed to alter their
thinking?”
Further, as can be seen from the not entirely accurate Policies Map accompanying the
DMP the site is physically disconnected from the larger LWS that the Council seek to
protect.

11. BARLEY LANE – PERCEIVED LAND INSTABILITY
11.1 The perceived issue of land instability was previously addressed in the
submission to the Council dated 15.08.2012 (Appendix D) previously referred to.
11.2 Akin to the unwarranted designation of the site as a SNCI, there has never been
any factual evidence of land instability put forward by the Council other than in
relation to a past landslip which occurred back in 1984 at the time development had
commenced pursuant to previous Planning Permission HS/DS/84/00292 referred to
earlier.
11.3 However, when you look into the detail of this previous landslip it would appear
to have been caused by the failure of the Council to fulfil their legal obligations in
maintaining the retaining wall as evidenced in Drawing No: C/BL/100 Rev. 2 – Site
Layout submitted by Crosswater Properties Ltd ‘stamped’ as Approved by the
Council on 11th September 1984 and also, possibly as a result of “Existing Highway
repairs Recently Executed’ evidenced in the same Drawing which presumably would
have been carried out by the Highway Authority.
11.4 Clearly, there is no general problem in the area as the site is surrounded on 3
sides by housing built many years ago with no such issues arising before or after
construction.
11.5 However, if the Council were still concerned regarding this issue then as they
know full well they are perfectly at liberty to impose a Condition on any Planning
Permission for the Borough Engineer to be so satisfied in relation to this prior to work
commencing on site.

(8)
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12. DMP - IMPLEMENTATION & MONITORING
12.1 The DMP does not provide satisfactorily for the delivery of development over
the Plan Period for the following reasons;
12.1.1 The DMP is based upon flawed overall housing requirement figures emanating
from the Planning Strategy;
12.1.2 The DMP fails to identify sufficient sites within the Clive Vale & Ore Village
Focus Area that are both ‘deliverable’ and ‘developable’ in accordance with
paragraph 47 of the NPPF to meet the aspirations identified within the DMP for that
area.
12.1.3 The DMP identifies sites within the Council’s so called 5 year housing land
supply which are clearly not ‘deliverable’ and ‘developable’ in accordance with
paragraph 47 of the NPPF to the exclusion of others which can comfortably meet
these tests.

13. DMP – CONCLUSIONS ON ‘SOUNDNESS’
13.1 In conclusion, the DMP must be considered ‘Unsound’ on the basis of the
reasons put forward in the preceding section and additionally, due to the chronic lack
of proper consultation by the Council with my Clients over the suitability of their
landownership as a Housing Allocation coupled with the complete failure to date by
the Council to provide the necessary evidence to support a designation as a SNCI or
their suggestion of land instability together with the extensive past planning history
on the site which supports it as a sustainable site for housing development which is
both ‘deliverable and developable’ in accordance with paragraph 47 of the NPPF.
13.2 From my Clients’ perspective there are two principal measures that could be
introduced to make the DMP ‘Sound’ which are as follows;
13.2.1 Correct the Planning Strategy so as to introduce independently and ‘full,
objectively assessed’ housing need requirements over the Plan Period which are
‘unconstrained’ thus equating to 6,868 units in total or 404 units p.a.
AND/OR
13.2.2 Make my Clients’ landownership a Housing Allocation for say 10 units as
suggested to the Council in an attempt to reach agreement on ‘Common Ground’ prior
to the DMP Examination.

(9)
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APPENDIX C

KEITH HOLLIDGE B.Sc., M.R.I.C.S., PGDip. (Law)
CHARTERED SURVEYOR & DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT
7 CLAREMONT ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT20 1DQ
TELEPHONE: 07960 – 575775 MOBILE
Planning Policy Team
Hastings Borough Council
Upper Ground Floor
Aquila House, Breeds Place
HASTINGS
East Sussex TN34 3UY
By E-Mail & 1st Class Recorded Delivery

Tuesday 29th May 2012

Dear Sir/Madam
Land on the North Side of Barley Lane Hastings East Sussex – Future Local
Plan Housing Allocation
With reference to the above, please note that I have personally been reappointed as
Agent for the Landowners in promoting this site.
By way of background, I was previously involved with this site when working
through Gilberts Estate Agents and indeed, completed and returned a Site Pro-Forma
in April 2008, copy enclosed, when the Council were seeking sites for inclusion in
their Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment.
At this stage, it should be noted that neither the Landowners nor myself were
subsequently contacted by the Council to further investigate the site for possible
inclusion as an ‘Allocated Site’ for Housing Development in the emerging Local
Development Framework.
This is somewhat perplexing given that the site has a long history of previous
Planning Permissions being granted for residential development.
This is further so when you delve back into the detail to discover that prior to the
2004 Local Plan being ‘Adopted’ a letter dated 03rd April 2003 was written by the
Borough Council’s Forward Planning Department to Messrs. Church & Co Solicitors
which, inter alia, states that “The site is subject to a housing allocation in both the
adopted and emerging Local Plan”.
It then appears that without further communication with the Landowners or their
Agents the site was removed from the Local Plan that was sent to the Planning
Inspectorate for approval. This in itself merits at least an explanation if not a thorough
investigation and on this point I look forward to receiving your response.
More recently, I note from the ‘Big Map’ Consultation Report that the Council
undertook to further investigate a number of sites put forward as ‘potential large
housing sites’ which included “Land on the north side of Barley Lane”.

Indeed, the Council went as far as to state that “All of the sites put forward will be
investigated further, and will be reported on at future consultation stages. Where
contact details have been supplied, those organisations and individuals who put
forward these sites will be contacted directly.”
Again at this stage, it should be noted that the Council have not contacted either the
Landowners or their Agents nor reported on the site since.
One of these incidents if viewed in isolation would in itself raise serious questions
about the Council’s behaviour in this matter but when all are viewed together would
merit the matter being raised with the Local Government Ombudsman and/or the
Planning Inspectorate. Legal action might also need to be considered in due course.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully

Keith Hollidge B.Sc., M.R.I.C.S., PGDip. (Law)
c.c.
Tim Cookson – Borough Planner, HBC
Mrs J Butters – Borough Solicitor, HBC
Enc.
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APPENDIX D

KEITH HOLLIDGE B.Sc., M.R.I.C.S., PGDip. (Law)
CHARTERED SURVEYOR & DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT
7 CLAREMONT ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT20 1DQ
TELEPHONE: 07960 – 575775 MOBILE
Planning Policy Team
Hastings Borough Council
Upper Ground Floor
Aquila House, Breeds Place
HASTINGS
East Sussex TN34 3UY
By E-Mail & 1st Class Recorded Delivery

Wednesday 15th August 2012

Dear Sir/Madam
Land at Barley Avenue Hastings East Sussex – Future Local Plan Housing
Allocation
With reference to the current ‘Development Management Plan - Focused Informal
Consultation’, I write on behalf of the owners of the above site to submit our
comments and provide further information in support of the inclusion of this land in
the Hastings Local Plan for housing development.
Firstly, from my letter addressed to you dated Tuesday 29th May 2012, copy attached
for ease of reference, you will be aware of our comments in relation to the planning
history of the site in that by its own admission the Borough Council should have
included it for such purposes in the Hastings Local Plan 2004, it has been the subject
of numerous past Planning Permissions for residential development and should
properly have been the subject of consultation as part of the ‘Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA)’ for the now defunct Local Development
Framework.
Secondly, in terms of development timescale, as far as we are aware there is nothing
to prevent the immediate development of the site following the receipt of Full
Planning Permission.
Thirdly, as to the potential constraints to development perceived by the Borough
Council as outlined in the letter dated 16th June 2009 addressed to myself from your
colleague Mrs E Collins it would appear that there are 2 possible issues;
The first of these is in relation to the current designation of the site as a ‘Site of
Nature Conservation Importance’ which to us would appear to be a random
designation without any supporting evidence in justification. As far as we are aware,
there is nothing on the land of nature conservation importance worth preserving and
the Council will be required to provide factual evidence to the contrary if they wish to
maintain this stance in addition to that necessary to satisfy the legal requirement for
them to maintain a 5 year supply of housing land.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the site is bordered on 3 sides by housing
development which would have been on land in a very similar condition but was not
considered worth preserving as of nature conservation importance and that in any
event, it is a fairly pointless designation as the land is privately owned with no right of
public access.
The second of these is in relation to the steeply sloping nature of the site and the
suggestion of land instability. Again, there is no factual evidence of land instability
put forward by the Council other than in relation to a past landslip which occurred at
the time the site was being developed pursuant to a previous Planning Permission.
However, we would maintain that there is indeed no such problem because as has
been stated previously the land adjoining the site on 3 sides has been similarly built
upon with no such issues arising and the reason behind the previous landslip would
appear to be due to the failure on the part of the Council to fulfil their legal
obligations in maintaining the retaining wall as evidenced in Drawing No: C/BL/100
Rev. 2 – Site Layout submitted by Crosswater Properties Ltd ‘stamped’ as Approved
by the Council on 11th September 1984 and also, possibly as a result of “Existing
Highway repairs Recently Executed’ evidenced in the same Drawing which
presumably would have been carried out by the Highway Authority.
If the Council are still concerned regarding this issue then as you know full well they
are at liberty to impose a Condition on any Planning Permission for the Borough
Engineer to be so satisfied in relation to this prior to work commencing on site but
they are not so at liberty to insist on this as part of a Planning Application.
Finally, please note that in the event that this land is not now included as a housing
allocation in the Local Plan then we fully reserve the right to call for a Public Inquiry,
refer the matter to the Local Government Ombudsman and Planning Inspectorate and
to commence legal proceedings for damages occasioned thereby.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully

Keith Hollidge B.Sc., M.R.I.C.S., PGDip. (Law)
Enc.
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APPENDIX F

KEITH HOLLIDGE B.Sc., M.R.I.C.S., PGDip. (Law)
CHARTERED SURVEYOR & DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT
7 CLAREMONT ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT20 1DQ
TELEPHONE: 07960 – 575775 MOBILE

Councillor Jeremy Birch – Leader
Hastings Borough Council
Town Hall, Queens Road
HASTINGS
East Sussex TN34 1QR
Strictly Private & Confidential

By 1st Class Recorded Delivery

Wednesday 23rd January 2013

Dear Councillor Birch
Land on the North Side of Barley Lane Hastings East Sussex – Future Local
Plan Housing Allocation
With reference to the above, I have been instructed by the land owners to advise you
of their intention to submit a Formal Complaint as regards the past and present actions
of the Council in their treatment of this site in terms of Town & Country Planning.
Some of their concerns are outlined in the enclosed copy of a letter that I sent to the
Planning Policy Team on Tuesday 29th May 2012 to which again there was no
response received.
Without wishing to go into full detail at present, suffice it to say we have a rather
large file of information which in my opinion gives rise to some very serious
questions regarding both the legal and ethical behaviour of the Borough Council
dating from when the site was believed to have been sold by the Council for housing
purposes and culminating in what appears to be the latest secretive decision to ‘at the
last minute’ withdraw it as a proposed Housing Allocation despite what would seem
to be a published contrary Planning Department endorsement.
While my Clients will in due course be making representations through the planning
process, the purpose of pursuing a separate Formal Complaint as outlined above is so
as to establish legal culpability for the decisions that have been made thus far by the
Council in relation to the use of this site in planning terms with the intention of
subsequently taking legal action.
As some of the information that we hold has been taken from those Planning
Department files open for public inspection, it might be that after closer examination
the Borough Council would wish to have a meeting to discuss how best to remedy the
current situation.
Yours sincerely

Keith Hollidge B.Sc., M.R.I.C.S., PGDip. (Law)
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APPENDIX G

KEITH HOLLIDGE B.Sc., M.R.I.C.S., PGDip. (Law)
CHARTERED SURVEYOR & DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT
7 CLAREMONT ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT20 1DQ
TELEPHONE: 07960 – 575775 MOBILE

Tim Cookson – Strategic Planning Manager
Hastings Borough Council
Aquila House, Breeds Place
HASTINGS
East Sussex TN34 3UY
By E-Mail & 1st Class Recorded Delivery

Tuesday 12th March 2013

Dear Tim
Land on the North Side of Barley Lane Hastings East Sussex – Future Local
Plan Housing Allocation
Thank you for your letter dated 06th February 2013 the contents of which are noted
and upon which I have now had the opportunity to take my Clients’ instructions.
Our initial response to your letter raises a number of questions as follows;
1. Please advise as to the designated planning use of the site at the time it was sold by
the Council and provide copies of the Land Contract, Transfer and Title documents.
2. Please advise as to the basis for the removal of the site as a Housing Allocation
and subsequent designation as a Site of Nature Conservation Importance in the Local
Plan Deposit Draft October 1999 and detail the decision making process.
3. Please advise as to the basis for then reallocating the site for housing development
in the Local Plan Pre-Inquiry Changes October 2001 and detail the decision making
process.
4. Please provide a copy of the extract of the Local Plan Inspector’s Report which
relates to the omission of this site as that provided clearly relates to a different piece
of land possibly being that to the south of Barley Lane.
5. Please advise as to the number and nature of any objections to the site being
allocated for housing development as part of the emerging new Local Plan and detail
the decision making process as to why it was not so allocated including what factors
merited overriding a presumption in favour of development.
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest opportunity.
Yours sincerely

Keith Hollidge B.Sc., M.R.I.C.S., PGDip. (Law)
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Appendix I - FOI Request
From: keithhollidge
To:dphillips
cc lynetteljdassocFrom: keithhollidge
To: dphillips
CC: lynetteljdassoc@aol.com
Subject: Barley Lane - Freedom of Information Request
Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 14:20:29 +0000

Dear David
As a Freedom of Information Request, please could you advise as to the process under which the
above site was designated as a Site of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI).
In particular;
1. What type of survey was carried out, when, by whom and under which Council Officer's instruction
- please supply a full copy of the survey and report.
2. Please detail the agreed access arrangements for this survey to be carried out and what prior and
post survey consultation was carried out with the owners of the site.
3. Please advise as to the date of the latest update of this survey and provide the same information
as in 1. and 2. above together with a full copy of the survey and report.
4. Please advise as to why this site having been considered as a SNCI in an earlier version of a
former Local Plan was then not so considered in a later version of a former Local Plan i.e. what
happened in the interim for the Council to have changed its mind.
It would be helpful if you could provide a full response before the forthcoming DMP Inquiry as
otherwise my Client's will wish to request suspension of the relevant part of the Inquiry until such time
as this information is provided.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Keith Hollidge
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